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MARKET TRENDS 2006: LOOK BELOW THE SURFACE

This month sees the publication of

Market Trends 2006, Ovum's definitive

analysis of the state and future of the £26

billion UK software and lT services

market. Our topline expectations haven't

changed a great deal, We now expect

growth this year to come in at 6.1%,

Compared to the 5.6% forecast we

published in January. The real interest lies

in what☁s going on within the different

markets that make up S/lTS.

Software steps up a gear

We have revised upwards our forecasts

for the software products component of

S/iTS. This market frankly surprised us

with growth of 8% in 2005. This wasn't a

short-term blip. For the current year.

2006, we are predicting growth just

under 10%, and we believe that rates in

the 840% range order can now be

sustained in the coming years.

We've talked before about the sustained

buoyancy in business intelligence. but it's
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clear that the increasing dependence of

organisations on software more broadly

will continue to drive the market. So, for

the foreseeable future, areas like ERP

and even system software are set for

growth above wider S/iTSmarket rates.

Projects: a welcome return

Sadly the big rise in software spend

projections isn't fully reflected in our

project services line (i.e, Consulting and

Systems integration forecasts). On the

whole, software is becoming increasingly

easy to integrate and operate. Moreover,

the continuing surge in the offshoring of

project work is helping to keep market

growth trimmed.

Nonetheless, the return of the CiO's

"growth agenda" (see Systemhouse July

2006) is helping to sustain the generally

high levels of work volume and utilisation in

the industry this year. On balance, we have

raised our project services forecasts by a

little (to 5.5% for this year, for example)
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and see a less pronounced drop-

off in growth beyond 2007 than

previously expected.

Outsourcing under pressure

Outsourcing, the key driver of IT

services growth in the past few

years, is under more pressure

than we've seen for some time.

There's a measurable lack of new

deal value in the market and many

contract renewals/restructurings

are seeing values trimmed.

Overall. we have reduced our

forecasts for outsourcing market

growth by upto 2% per annum in

the coming years, with growth

now declining from 7% in 2005 to

5% by 2010.

Even in BPO, we have seen a

slowing of new deals (and a

consequent reduction in growth

gures for 2005 and 2006). We

do still think there's plenty of

longer-term life in BPO, however.

and are forecasting a return to

double digit growth rates in the

years 2007-2009.

UK S/ITS market by vertical, 2006

Other
Energy and

utilities

Telecoms and
media

Retail,
wholesale and

hospitality

Manufactuan

segment and growth in managed

services and business continuity

Don☁t forget the private sector

In 2005, as expected, we once

again saw S/ITS growth in the

public sector (at 12%) outpace its

private sector equivalent (where

growth came in at 4%). That

means that the public sector

increased its share of the total

S/ITS market to just under 30%.

You have to go back as far as

 

As well as market analysis and forecasts, Market Trends updates our viewon

the ranking players in UK S/lTS. This year we☁ve seen a change at the top, with

IBM reclaiming the no.1 spot from EDS. Revenues at both firms

underperformed the market in 2005. but IBM's 1% growth was enough to inch

it ahead of its rivals. EDS remains the largest player in UK IT services (ie.

based on revenues excluding software business), And given the effect of DH

this year, it should be in a position to challenge IBM for the top spot again in

Market Trends 2007!

    
  

 

   

 

Forecasts in one of our four main

S/ITS market subsegments -

support services - haven☁t

changed (barring a slight tweak

downwards in 2009 and 2010,

driven by the maturing of the

managed services area). But 3'

3.5% remains the rule of thumb in

support, albeit one that conceals

important differences between

the declining maintenance

2001 to find a year when private

sector S/ITS spending outgrew

the public sector.

The industry shouldn't get too

complacent about public sector

growth, however. We☂ve been

hearing reports of more difficult

conditions in some areas of

government and see a slight dip

in growth in the current year. More

Public Sector

Financial

Services

importantly, rates of spending

increases in government wi||

begin to tail off more

fundamentally beyond 2008. And

yes, this projection does include

the impact towards the end of the

decade of revenue from shared

services initiatives.

Meanwhile, some areas of the

commercial sector ♥ notably

financial sen/ices,

telecoms/media and oil/gas - are

seeing a return of more robust

market conditions than we haVe

seen for some time, as ClOs put a

more positive "growth agenda☜

for IT into action. Banking in

particular is faring well, with

regulatory change in both the

retail and wholesale markets

helping to push growth above 6%

this year and next.

All in all, it's not hard to see why

those larger players that are

currently ovenNeight in UK

government (for example, Fujitsu

Services and Atos Origin) are

working hard to increase

exposure to private sector

opportunities. For today's S/ITS

suppliers, the public sector is "a

place to be" rather than "the

place to be".

(Phil Cod/mg)



   

Holway Comment

Happy Birthday Hotnews

Ten years ago, in August 1996.

the very first Hotnews was

published, It was the first of its

genre and quickly built up an

impressive following - aided by

the fact that it was initially free,l

Although I☁ve now been involved in

the ICT sector for over 40 years and

covered it as an analyst for 20 years.

the last ten have undoubtedly seen

the most profound change of all. We

rarely get the time to ponder. reread

our utlenngs and perhaps learn

from the past.

The internet was not overhyped

The fact that Hotnews was

unique back in 1996 gives an

indication of how far we have

come. The website invited

readers to email us on

100665.3460@compuserve.com.

We are sure such an email

address, whose unfriendliness

would not be tolerated today, will

stir memories! Netscape had lUS☁
IPOed and Hotnews was littered

with news of internet companies.

Indeed the rst news item

featured was Megalomedia

(Saatchi 8. Saatchi's entré into the

internet world) acquiring

Webmedia.

Back in 1996 the internet had

Dilly around 30m users. Today

that gure exceeds 1billion. Less

than 1% of the UK population had

internet access. Now that gure

approaches 65%, making the UK

one of the most "connected"

nations in both Europe and the

World.

There is still a way to go. In the

UK, Social Security considers a

TV as an essential, with 99% of

the UK population having access

to a TV The same attitude and

penetration is likely for the internet

within a relatively short time.

Indeed any child without internet

access at home is rightly going to

be considered to be seriously

deprived. Currently, however, only

15% of the world's population

has internet access and it is in the

developing world that the greatest

opportunities currently occur

Amongst the rst stories we carried

in Hotnews in August 06 was a

forecast that "by 2005 at least 8%

of all shopping Will be undertaken

electronically". We went onto say

"we believe that such electronic

trade will wreak more change on
our industry than the PC in the

early 19803, You can ignore it but
your customers will not",

Ten years on. in June 2006 we

carried the following item in

Hotnews.

'Data from IMFi☂G shows that

internet shopping now accounts

for 10% of retail sales in the UK.

£30bri is expected to be spent

online in 2006 - a 56% increase
on 2005. In addition some E20bn
will be spent online on such
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Richard Holway

gambling. But the power of the

internet goes even further with

£30bn of sales actually made on

the high street being in uenced

by research or price comparisons

made on the internet. ☜

In my view, the widely voiced

criticisms that the internet was

overhyped by analysts are

actually not correct. The forecasts

that both we and others issued in

1996 concerning internet use not

only came to pass but were often

exceeded! Indeed if I had written

an article in 1996 about what I

actually do today on the internet I

would have expected readers to

question my sanity.

The overhyping claim is possibly
things as insurance and true relating to company

1 996-2006

From 30m to >1billion in 10 years
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valuations. investors in 1996, and

later, had the attitude that any

company related to the internet

had, by association. both a higher

value than any other business and

a higher chance of succeeding.

Of course neither is correct. But

to have had such common sense

would have meant you missing

out on some major wealth

creating opportunities Firstly, the
internet boom showed that just

one star in your portfolio could

more than outweigh nine or even

99 dogs. Secondly, timing -

particularly knowing when to sell »

was key.

Boring companies prevail

Our Boring Awards » for ten years

of uninterrupted earnings growth

a predate Hotnews. But Hotnews

in August 1996 carried further
impressive growth

announcements from award

holders Admiral and Capita. Sage
was the other holder.

If our report on the internet

(above) demonstrates how much

things have changed in ten
years, our Boring Awards
demonstrate how much has

stayed the same. Capita and

Sage are still the only remaining

Boring Award holders, having

quite remarkably continued their
unbroken record for another ten

years - ie 20+ in total!

Even back in 1996 readers asked
"surely we have missed the

boat?" How wrong you would
have been! An investment in

Capita in Aug 1996 would now be
worth 12.5x more and 5.5x more
in Sage. Admiral got bought by
CMG in 2000 for £1.1bn
providing a near 6x increase over

1996.

Hotnews every day carries the

slogan "We don☁t give share tips"
and are not going to start now!

But for readers in 2006 who
asked the same ☜surely we have

missed the boat?" question, we

would make two obsen/ations:

1 ♥ in our August 1996 comment

on Capita we remarked "Capita

has seen its profile change. Back

in 1989 75% of its outsourcing

revenues related to pure lT

activities. Now it has fallen to

50% in 7995 and will fall still

further in future".

This is exactly what happened

Capita rode - still rides a the BPO

wave. it is the UK BPO leader by

a country mile, BPO is still the
place to be with Capita poised to

be a major player in shared

services within the public sector,

We just cannot conceive of

Capita being anything other than
boring for years to come.

2 - At the 1996 Regent

Conference, I predicted that by

2000 software product

companies like Sage would

make the majority of their

revenues from what we now refer

to as software as a service

(soas). l was not alone.

BusinessWeek in 1996 actually

ran a cover story predicting that

☜all software would soon be
delivered to consumers over the

web".

I have publicly admitted that I got
my timing on this prediction very
wrong. The pace of change
towards SaaS is accelerating.
with Salestorcecom legitimising
SaaS in the enterprise space and
Google and others making
announcements almost daily
bringing, for example. Microsoft
Office alternatives to users via
the web.

1 still believe that this is the
biggest market opportunity

around for Sage.

My only "fear" with Sage is
whether they will remain
independent long enough to fulfil
the promise or whether they. like

Admiral, will succumb to a

predator, Either way, their Boring

Award seems safe for now.

Remember Y2K?

1996 was the year when Y2K

really started to get taken

seriously. Hotnews items in

August were littered with new

service launches like "Signature

2000☜ and dH2000t Parity

launched a "complete date

change package". We forecast

that lTSAs would have a bonanza

period as ☜users would be

reluctant to take on permanent IT

staff for a short term

requirement".

This, of course. was exactly what

happened. lTSAs from Parity to

MSB boomed and their share

price rocketed, lTSAs had long

been our "barometer of the

industry". Their early good fortune

led us to accurately predict

bumper revenue growth of Over

25% for the whole UK SITS

industry in 1998. However, in

1996 neither they nor Us

predicted how sh0rt lived this

bonanza would be and how steep

the slowdown would be. ITSAs

started to feel the cold draught at

the end of 1998 as companies

started to "lockdown" their newly

updated Y2K systems. This led us

to our "Y2K hangover" headline in

early 1999 warning how this

would affect the whole industry

pretty soon. By the end of 1999

we were writing how ☜the Y2K

hangover will not go away with

the Alka Seltzers on 1 Jan 2000☜.

Indeed our Holway evening in

1999 was the first to be

introduced by a snatch of music.

"There may be troubles ahead..."

And none had more troubles in

2000-2003 than the lTSAs.

An end to the lTSA decline

certainly signalled the modest

recovew we have seen in the

whole SlTS market since 2004. If

you buy the "lTSAs as a

barometer of the industry" then

you would get both good and

[continued on page rim]
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bad vibes for the future. The

ITSA bleeding has indeed

stopped and the SITS industry is

set fair for 56% pa growth. But

growth is much more selective

than ever before. Niche skills

(financial services, programme

management etc.) are in great

demand. But the "commodity

roles" are being hit by falling

demand. lower fee rates and

increased competition from

global sourcing.

Probably as succinct a forecast

for the SITS industry as a whole
as you are likely to get.

India discovered

AUGust 1996 Hotnews carried the
following repon

"According to Nasscom. the
Indian eqmva/ent of the CSSA,
India's software revenues

increased by 61% to $1.2bn in
7995 with exports rising 64%.
Growth prospects are impressive

with a domestic market worth
Over $2.5m by 2000". This was.
as far as I can see, the first time

we have mentioned what we now

refer to as global sourcing.

 

Regent Associates, the tech-
Iocused M&A specialist, has
released its latest round of data}
In Q2 2006. the total number of

European technology

transactions increased 16% on

Q2 2005 to 846. That☁s 7.0% up

on Qt 2006. The value of deals in

the first half of the year more than

doubled over the comparable

period in H1 2005 to $221bn.

On a country-by-country basis, a

noteworthy trend was the

increased activity of US buyers.

with transactions up 33% over

In the same month we reviewed Fl

Group (now Xansa] full year

results to Apr 1996, At our usual

results day discussions, the much

missed Hilary Cropper had first

mentioned her interests in India

which, I admit, took me by

surprise. Fl soon after purchased

IIS which formed the bedrock of

Xansa's current strong

positioning in India. Indeed Xansa

is now the biggest UK-owned

player in India.

Starting from that point in 1996.

we have since written many times

on the huge effect global

sourcing. and India in particular.

would have on IT Services. Just

suffice to say that Nasscom's

latest statistics show a 22%

growth in their domestic market

to $12.4bn with export revenues

growing by nearly 40% in 2006 to

$6,3bn. Figures that. similar to

those for internet use. would have

probably been greeted with

derision in 1996.

What's in a name?

We were rather less concerned

about carrying "rumour" back in

1996 than we are now. We

01 2006 to 117. The UK remains

Europe's most active buyer.

accounting for almost a quarter

(205) of all European

transactions.

While IT services has been the

most active tech segment for

M&A in the past. in Q2 it lost its

crown to the media sector. which

saw the number of transactions

increase substantially on the

prior year. The software product

sector also saw lots of activity.

with a 30% growth in the number

of transactions.
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leaked the fact that Cray was to

be renamed Anite 7 much to

Grey☁s annoyance as they had

given an exclusive to The Sunday

Times.

The very last item in Hotnews for

August 1996 was about an invite

we had received for a 16

September press briefing to

☜mark one of the most significant

and far reaching

announcements in the 30 year

history of Hoskyns. the trading

arm of Cap Gemini Sogeti". As

Cap Volmac had already been

rebranded Cap Gemini, it didn't

take us long to write the obituary

for one of the oldest and most

respected names on the UK IT

sen/ices scene.

Going forward

I☁m not only pretty proud of the

continuing reputation for

Hotnews, but also pleased at the

success of EuroView Daily too.

I wonder how many stories in

Hotnews August 2006 will have

such a profound effect on our

industry as those we covered in

August 1996?

REGENT DATA REVEALS CONTINUED M&A

ACTIVITY

Comment: Within the IT services

sector. outsourcing has been

largely responsible for driving the

overall 3.0% growth in

transactions. The number of

transactions speci cally involving

European outsourcing companies

has increased 82% in the last two

years. Also notable is the increase

in acquisitions of training and

recruitment companies following

what was a relatively inactive 2005.

More generally. the S/ITS industry

has waited for quite some time

now to see exactly what impact

[continued on page six]
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the Indian offshore companies

would have on the European

landscape. We've seen them

increase their presence in terms

of their market share and

partnerships. but in terms of

acquisitions activity (if not interest)

has remained low. In the rst half

of 2006. they only made 10

acquisitions in Europe. However.

Regent expects "an increased

number of completions in the

remaining months of the year☝.

In terms of valuations of IT sen/ices

deals. the dynamic for at least the

last year has been for a

convergence of expectations In

%phameric

Alphameric. the leisure and

hospitality sector software

company. has released its results

for the first half ended 31 May

2006. Revenue for the company

grew 18% to £36.5m. with

operating profits (before

Exceptionals) growing by only 1%

to £3.3m. a 9% margin.

Exceptional administration costs

brought profit before tax down to

£2.8m. 14% lower than the

previous year.

Revenue for the company's

Leisure division climbed 13% to

£25m. representing 69% of the

total. The division, which focuses

on selling EPoS and display

technology to licensed betting

shops. maintained its 10% margin

over the first half. Hospitality.

which represents the remainder of

Alphameric's business. grew

revenue by 32% to £11m.

However. a lower mix of software

and services sales over the period

meant that Hospitality profit

margin more than halved to 4.4%

from 11% last year.

Comment: Alphameric claims

that its Leisure division is starting

other words. the views of buyers and

sellers with regards to what a

company is wonh are more closely

aligned. which of course facilitates

more deals. Regent has noted that

valuations have been on a steady

increase over the past three years.

But could they now be reaching their

peak? This is quite possible

However. this factor alone will not

restrict the growth in the number of

deals in IT services. For the

foreseeable future. while there is

plenty of cash around. while

pro tability is relatively good and

while organic growth is hard to nd.

acquisitions will remain a high

priority.

Alphameric revenue by division

£30m

In the Autumn. Ovum will publish

its full analysis of M&A trends in

"Industry Dynamics". This is

available to Holway@ovum service

subscribers only. For more

information please contact Suzana

Murshid (SUM@ovum.com).

(Kate Hanaghan)

as;
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We are indebted to Regent

☁ Associates. M&A advisors

I to European technology

I organisations. for providing

i us exclusively with data on
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ALPHAMERIC PENETRATES OVERSEAS MARKETS

IN FIRST HALF

£25m

£20m

215'☜ I Leisure

[1 Hospitality

£1 Om

25m

Em r l

1 H06

Source: Company results

to penetrate overseas markets

including Russia. Germany and

Sri Lanka. where the company

has recently received an EPoS

order from a large bookmaker.

This is good news, The company

already dominates the UK betting

shop sector. and although it has

begun diversifying into sports

media provision. there have long

been concerns that its home

market was becoming saturated.

Meanwhile there is a muted

outlook for Alphameric's

IHOS

Hospitality sector business,

Although growth was strong in

this period. Alphameric says that

there has been a slow down in

order intake due to the high level

of consolidation amongst its

target pub and restaurant sector

clients. Alphameric is still

positive about long-term

prospects and its ability to grow

margins for the division, saying

that it expects levels of activity to

increase once the market has

stabilised,

(Samad Masood)
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INDIAN PLAYERS: FIRST QUARTER RESULTS
@
_

The top Indian players released

their first quarter results in July.

Here is our take on their

performance:

TCS starts FY07 with

impressive growth

Last week Tata Consultancy
Services (TCS) released US
GAAP results for the first quarter

and year ended 30 June 2006.

Total revenue under US GAAP
was $900m. up by 423% year on
year. Revenue from Indian sales
grew 13% to $95171. With
International revenue growth at
46.7% to $805m,

Operating pro t was $201m. Up
20% on the previous year. and
equivalent to a 22.3% margin. down
from a 265% margin last year.

Revenue from Europe and the UK
grew 67% to around $249m. with
UK revenue reported as $179m.
or 20% of total global revenues.
Globally. telecoms was the fastest

growing sector. up 60% yearron♥
year to $149m. representing
165% of total revenue this
quarter. compared to 14.6% last
year. Telecoms is now the second
largest sector for TCS, alongside

Manufacturing.

Banking and financial services
remains the largest contributor to
revenue. representing 41% of the
total. having grown 43.7% to
$371m.

Comment: TCS is back on form.

Revenue grew significantly faster

this quarter than last year. when
growth was around 27% and

considered to be slowing. TCS
has even outgrown arch-rival

lnfosys. which only achieved 39%

growth in its rst quarter.

The UK was a major contributor to

growth thanks to the life and

pensions deal with Pearl Group.

The press are speculating that TCS

wants to expand even further into

L&P by acquiring Vertex. the United

Utilities owned BPO provider.

which is number two in the UK life

and pensions process outsourcing

market. But we think this is unlikely.

especially as TCS will have a job to

swallow all of Pearl. There is plenty

of L&P business in the pipeline over

the coming years. and to convince

potential new clients. as well as

investors. TCS would be better off

proving it can manage Pearl

successfully over the next two

years. rather than buying more

business off competitors at a

premium. Nonetheless. the fact

that TCS now separates UK

revenue out in its results is

evidence of the growing

importance and focus that the

company now attributes to the

country.

In Europe the company

announced that a major

European telecoms provider had

selected it as a "Test Strategy"

partner for the roll out of its next

generation network, This is a key

deal and shows how much TCS is

respected by clients who are

choosing it to help with new

business initiatives.

Expansion into new territories

has been another driver of

growth. TCS now generates

$26m in revenue from "Ibero-

America☜. and is seeing

significant payback from its

investment in lowecost locations.

It says that four new clients have

started using its centres in

China. Hungary. Uruguay and

Brazil over the quarter. This

presence in such a wide range

of countries is a growing

differentiator for TCS when

competing against its lndian

rivals. which have been slightly

slower to build centres in such a

wide range of countries.

With the investment in

nearshore and onshore

locations it is not surprising that

TCS's cost margins continue to

fall. Employee costs are up five

percentage points to 45% of

revenue. and much of this can

be attributed to the 930 UK-

based staff that TCS added

from its Pearl acquisition over

the quarter. Rising labour costs

in India will also have had an

effect.

Comparison of Top 3 Indian players' revenue growth - 1007
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Source: Company results
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This rising cost profile is

inevitable - especially as the

company increases its reliance

on ☜onshore-heavy" deals that

are key to competing head»to-

head with Western IT services

providers in consulting, BPO

and infrastructure sen/ices. We

can expect margin erosion to

continue. but with profitability so

high TCS and its Indian peers

will not be feeling the pain any

time soon.

Confident lnfosys raises FY07

guidance

India's second largest lT sen/ices

player. lnfosys, unveiled another

quarter of strong growth. Under

US GAAP, lnfosys☁ revenues in the

three months to end June grew

by 39% to $660m, compared to

01 06. First quarter operating

profit grew by 28% to $170m.

That means operating margins fell

year-on-year from 27.9% to

25.8%.

The Bangaloreebased company

has raised its revenue growth

estimate for FY07 to between

35.4% and 35.9%, with fulleyear

EPS growth raised to between

82.4% and 33.8%.

Comment: lnfosys☁ share price

rose by 7.5% in Mumbai as

investors welcomed the raising of

estimates on both revenue and

profits. Those who suspected

that naturally cautious lnfosys

might content itself with hitting

expectations this year have been

pleasantly surprised. We'll be

interested to see whether its

offshore peers will feel confident

enough to do the same.

A major contributor to lnfosys☁

booming top line is Europe. which

once again grew faster than the

whole a by just over 50% year-on-

year to $173m. Management

confirmed that it's investing in

marketing and sales to boost

Europe further a it thinks an even

greater proportion of its business

 

should come from this geography,

The company's fledgling

consulting operation is also

helping to drive growth. Although

it only accounted for 3% of

worldwide 01 revenue, lnfosys

Consulting CEO Steve Pratt says

his unit enabled lnfosys to open

up nine brand new accounts in

the quartet: As we expected.

consulting is proving to be an

enabler for lnfosys as a whole.

rather than just a business line in

its own right. That role is equally

important in existing accounts.

where lnfosys is seeking neW,

higher value revenue streams.

As for profitability. lnfosys'

margins remain enviably high.

The 01 net margin was

maintained thanks to currency

effects and income from interest,

but the results see margins

edging downwards at the

operating level. Having

maintained Qt operating margins

between 27.5% and 27.9% for

the past three years. a drop to

25.8% is potentially significant.

In fact. the operating margin fall is

mostly explained by two factors:

an upfront investment of $1 1m in

visas (which lnfosys will use

throughout the year) and the

addition of Stock option

payments. Salary increases of

14-15% in india also had an

effect, especially as these fall

particularly heavily in the quarter

that follows the end of the

financial year. But we should bear

in mind. as CEO Nandan Nilekani

reminded analysts. that Indian

salaries account for just 12% of

lnfosys' revenue 7 even 15%

wage inflation knocks less than

2% off the corporate margin.

80 overall. lnfosys is confidently

predicting it can keep its margins

at this year. compared to FY06.

Given its recent record of hitting

expectations. we wouldn't doubt

it. especially since there's scope

to improve utilisation from the

76% recorded in Q1. One day,

when the onshore-based players

really have cracked the offshore

model, lnfosys' margins will likely

begin to head downwards. But

there is little evidence in these

results that that process has

started in earnest.

Wipro continues to lag behind,

despite strong performance

Wipro's global lT services and

BPO services unit reached

revenues of $534m (under US

GAAP) this quarter. an increase of

42% over 01 05. While IT

services grew by 44% this

quarter. BPO revenues were up

by 15%. Meanwhile, Wipro-S

operating margin in global |T

services was slightly down to

24.6% from 25.2% while BPO

improved operating margin from

7.3% last year to 19% this

quarter. European revenues grew

by 47% and now account for

34% of global IT services

revenues. or $181m.

Comment: The trends here are

roughly in line with what we have

been saying about Indian |T

services exporters in general over

the past two years: growth is

slowing and margins are

reducing. but they are still very

robust. and far ahead of the

Western competition.

Despite a slight reduction.

Wipro's margins remain three

times as large as their western

counterparts. There have been

concerns that Wipro's margins

have been below those of its main

lndian competitors. Yet. the good

news this quarter is that Wipro

has more than doubled its

operating margin for its BPO

business. thanks to the refocus

away from lower margin voiceled

BPO business, we presume.

As for European revenue Wipro-S

growth is somewhat slower than

T08 and lnfosys. and might be a

cause for concern for the

company's management. but Can

be attributed to the company-s

[continued on page nine]
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differing focus and strategy. Wipro

is more acquisitive than either

TCS or Infosys. but it looks to

purchase technical skills, not

revenue. Unlike many IT services

players, Wipro is also very serious

about Fl&D services. seeing

strong growth around embedded

systems across all verticals. Over

 

Misys☁ results for fiscal 2006 have

turned out to be the curate's egg

we have come to expect from the

company, good in parts, The

good parts are the overall growth.

in particular the growth in licences
in banking. the strength of

maintenance in healthcare, and

the sale of the general insurance

business (or a tidy profit, The not

so good parts are the fall in overall

operating margin. and especially

in the banking division, the fall in

licence sales in healthcare.
disappointing maintenance from
banking, and worst of all that
Misys still owns Sesame.

Total revenue scal 2005 (which

ended on 31 May 2005) was

£953m. an increase of 12% over
the E855m achieved in 2005.
These and all the other group

numbers exclude Misys' general
insurance business, which had

revenues of E34m in 2005 but
was sold in May 2006.

Geographically. UK revenue was
up 7% to £415m in 2006. most of

this from Sesame. The rest of
Europe contributed E107m, up
13%. Americas revenue, primarily
from healthcare. was £364m. up
6% (helped by a 4% exchange
rate benefit). Asia Paci c was

E35rn. up 29%.

Group operating pro t was down

22% at E56rn compared to E72m
a year ago. The main cause for

the lower operating pro t was a

 

the quarter the company acquired

two firms 7 Saraware (based in

Finland) to address the telecoms

equipment manufacturer, and

Ouantech Global Services based

in the US and India.

Despite falling behind TCS and

lnfosys, Wipro is still far ahead of
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its Western rivals. For example.

the company has added in one

quarter around 2,700 employees.

of which around 400 came from

acquisitions. This compares with

leading European players, which

typically have between 2.000 and

4,000 Indian staff in total,

{Samad Masood)

MlSYS REVENUE RISES BUT PROFITS FALL

Contrasting growth rates in the banking and healthcare divisions

30.0% A

20.0%

10.0%mma a
l 

License Maintenance Transaction Prolessronal .m are
40.0% Prooessrng Sennces

720.0%

-30.0%

-40.0% 7 , W , ,

ElBanking lHealthcare

Might think about suppressing the very large negative value [or baking's hardware

business.

large increase in cost of sales, up

by 俉85m to 俉666m in total. Net

pro t was £213m compared to

£62.4m a year ago. This was

helped enormously by the oneaoff

net proceeds form the sale of the

General Insurance business,

which added net profit of £1 72m.

and without this net pro t would

have been 俉41m,

Misys produced 'like for like'

gures for revenue and operating

pro t of E82m in 2005 and E86m

in 2006. According to Misys.

these pro ts exclude ☜exceptional

items, gains and losses on

embedded derivatives.

amortisation of acquired

intangibles. profit on disposal of

WebMD common stock. the

impact of acquisitions and

disposals and is stated at

constant exchange rates." We

think we'll stick to the statutow

numbers!

However. one number that is

perhaps a little less arbitrary than

pro t is cash flow. Misys says that

cash flow from the operations

increased to E107m in 2006 from

E100m in 2005,

As Figure 1 shows. the banking

and healthcare divisions are like

yin and yang - one has low

growth rate where the other is

growing strongly and vice-versa ~

and this even applies to the

hardware sales. though these are

tiny for the banking division.

Turning to the groups themselves.

Banking had revenues of £267m,

up 9% (or 7% like for like) and an

[continued on pagn ten]
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[continued from page nine]

operating profit of 俉22m, down

7%. Banking saw licence sales up

by 16% to £73m, and its small

transaction processing business

grew well, but maintenance and

professional services revenues

were flat.

The issue here is a transition

towards an integrated 'platform'

with 'modules' that replace

stand-alone products. This

seems to explain the growth in

licence sales as opposed to

maintenance. On the analyst call,

there was some discussion of

relative winerates against

Temenos, but these were batted

away by CEO Kevin Lomax, who

said you couldn☁t read too much

into anecdotal evidence The

increased investment in the

banking platform, and the cost of

restructuring, explains some of

the 46% fall in operating profit for

the banking group A but the

turmoil in the management of this

group may have also had

something to do with this too.

Healthcare saw total revenues of

£317m, up 9%, or 3% like for like.

Licence revenues grew a

disappointing 1% to £84m (and

because of the rise in the dollar,

this would have been a fall of

around 3% at constant

currencies), Maintenance grew at

 

Autonomy Corporation plc has

now issued the details of its 02

and H1 06 performance, to June

2006, Looking first at Q2.

Autonomy had total revenues of

$61.0m up 198% from the same

period in 2005. aided by the

acquisitions of etalk and Verity.

Operating pro t grew 661% to

$14.3m from $1.9m, with

operating margins shooting up to

13% to C123m, and professional

services by 16% to £34m.

Misys said that it had ramped up

the sales effort in the US

healthcare division, though it has

to be said that this didn☁t seem to

affect the division's operating

margin too badly. However.

according to Misys. this is what

has led to what will be a short

term fall in healthcare licence

sales, as it takes a while to bring

new sales staff up to speed on

accounts that they took over from

experienced sales staff. One

couldn't help wonder why this

problem had not been anticipated

and the transition phased in to

give a smaller hit on revenues.

Sesame grew 16% to £370m. or

18% like for like, while operating

loss reduced from 25m last year to

E2m. in both years its otherwise

modest operating profit being

turned into a loss largely by
provisions for mis-selling claims

relating to endowment mortgages.

Sesame's performance simply

renews our view that this is a

business Misys should exit at the

earliest opportunity, The revenue

stated for Sesame is actually

mostly pass-through. and the

'real' revenue is around 10 to

15%. We suspect that one of the

23.4% from 9.2%, Net pro t was

$9.5m up 380% on the $2.0m a

year ago.

Looking at the half-year results

(or ☁interims☁ in UK parlance).

total revenue was up 200% to

$117,1m from $39.0m a year

ago, Operating profit was up

354% to $21,3m from $4.6m last

year, while operating margin

first actions of whoever buys

Misys (if such a transaction does

emerge) will be to sell off Sesame

as soon as possible, or at least to

separate it from the rest of the

companY☁

One puzzle remains: what led to

the 俉85m increase in 'cost of

sales? 'None of the gures above

help us understand why this

happened. There are some hints -

for example the banking

restructuring and the claims in

Sesame but these don't come

close to explaining £85m. What

this reinforces is that Misys

provides very little visibility of its

'cost of sales' line. which makes

up more than two-thirds of its

operating costs. Many other

international software companies

disclose far more, such as the

direct cost of goods and sen/ices.

the cost of R&D and the cost of

sales and marketing. we manse

that most UeregiStered software

companies don't give this kind of

detail ♥ but some do and we

applaud their openness.

We hope that the bidders for the

company will be able to get a

good insight into what's going on

in this area. It's certainly an area

we'd Scrutinise if we were

advising any of the parties.

{David Bradshaw)

AUTONOMY GROWS TO $61M IN Q2

grew to 182% from 11.7%, Net

pro t was $14.4m up 207% on

the $4.7m achieved a year ago,

Geographically, revenue from the

Americas was $41.4m up 293% in

the quarter, and $78.5m up 309%

for the half-year, The rest or the

world produced $19.6m up 95%

in the quarter and $38.6m up 94%

for the half year. Clearly, the

[continued on page eleven]
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[continued lrorn page tonl

enlarged Autonomy is far more

focussed on the Americas market

(and in panicular the US). which

generated 68% of its revenue in

the mot recent quarter. up from

51% a year ago.

Looking first at revenue. our

estimate for the combination of

Verity. etalk and Autonomy a

year ago is quarterly revenue of

$63.1m. (These numbers use

Verity's O4 05. which ended in

May 05. and 2 months of our

estimate of etalk. which

became part of Autonomy in

early June 2005). On this

simplistic comparison.

Autonomy's revenue is slightly

down year<on-year.

However. Autonomy shut down

certain etalk and Verity product

lines (including etalk's hardware

business). and disposed of much

of Verity's professional services

business If these changes are

taken into account. then you get

the "10 to 20%" that Autonomy

quotes for its organic growth.

But we☁re much more excited by

the operating profit. Figure 1

shows Autonomy's reported

operating pro ts (the blip in Q4

 

During July. CODASciSys

announced the proposed

demerger of its two principal

business units: CODA ( nancial

intelligence products) and SciSys

(projects business concentrated

on the government, space and

defence sectors). Details of the

demerger were outlined in

Figure 1 Operating profits on the rise
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Autonomy operating profit and margin
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2005 is caused by $5m in

merger-related restructuring

costs - without this the operating

margin would have been 195%).

CEO Mike Lynch characterised

the competitive environment as

'benign'. by which he meant that

the company saw little

competition in its deals. and

when there was competition it

was usually from Autonomy's

direct rival. Fast. Lynch said that

Autonomy never saw Google's

enterprise search technology as

Hotnews (4 July 2006).

To reiterate. we are supportive of

the move as there is compelling

logic behind the demerger; the

two businesses address different

markets and already operate

semi-independently. Furthermore

they have quite different operating

+Operating margin

a competitor for any deals. but it

was seeing deals where Google

customers wanted more

capabilities than Google offered.

In summary this is a good quarter

for the company. 03 tends to be

the slowest quarter of the year.

so we'd expect to see flat

revenue but continued good

operating margins. However. the

underlying market is growing

strongly. and we'll be looking for

strong growth in 04.

(David Bradshaw)

♥CODA AND SCISYS TO DEMERGE: SO WHY

DID THEY MERGE IN THE FIRST PLACE?

models. The demerger will allow

the businesses to pursue their

individual growth strategies.

80. for those of you who

remember SciSys (then Science

Systems) acquiring CODA back

in 2000. it begs the question. if

this (not unexpected) move

[continued on page twelve]
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[conllnued from page eleven]

makes such a lot of sense. why

did CODA and Scisys decide to

merge six years ago☝?

The history is interesting yet

somewhat convoluted!

Science Systems was

established in 1980 and was best

described as a business

consultancy and software house.

It formed a relationship with

CODA in 1989 and by the the end

of the 905 it was CODA's leading

business partner with

involvement in over 200 CODA

sites worldwide with particular

expertise in procurement and

integration services around

CODA's finance systems. Indeed.

90% of the revenue from the

Commercial division of the

business (c28m) was derived

from its activities as an integrator

and reseller of CODA.

However. CODA got into

difficulties in the late 903. putting

a signi cant strain on the

relationship between CODA and

Science Systems. The acquisition

of CODA by BAAN only seemed

to make matters worse. So. as

both an attack and a defence

strategy, Science Systems

bought CODA from BAAN in April

2000 and integrated it with

SciSys Commercial. creating a

CODA product and services

division.

At the time of the merger. Graham

Steinsberg. then head of Science

Systems Commercial. stated

"The synergy between the

Science Systems and CODA

businesses is amongst the most

extensive l have ever

experienced. Our aim is ...(to

combine) the world☁s premier

best-of-class accounting solution

with Scrence Systems' enviable

reputation for accounting.

consulting and implementation

expertise".

The proof was in the pudding. By

CODASciSys
10 year Revenue andPET Record

Relative to 1995
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Vear ending 315i Dec.

November 2000. CODA had won

60 new customers worldwide and

41 existing customers had

extended their investment in

CODA products.

With the other part of the Science

Systems business focusing on a

very different market: project work

in the government space and

defence sectors. each business

unit had its own CEO. And from

the time of the merger onwards.

the CODA and Science Systems

business units began developing

very separate and strong brands

in their respective markets. CODA

in particular embarked on large-

scale investment in global

marketing. Science Systems was

rebranded CODASciSys in July

2002. reflecting the importance of

both brands and the major role
that CODA was playing in the
organisation.

However. for the first few years of
the decade. SciSys turned out to
be a bit of a problem child. It
struggled to capitalise on its

domain expertise. did not have
strong financial controls in place
and was finding it dif cult to
achieve pro table growth (indeed
it was loss making in 2003). This

meant that CODAScisys
reported a compound annual
growth rate ofjust 1.5% between
2001 and 2004. although EBlTA
declined by 15% compound
between 2001 and 2003 but
improved as the business

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

stabilised in 2004 (growing 18%),

But it was only in 2005 that

CODASciSys was able to repon

that both the CODA and SciSys

businesses were displaying

independent financial and

operational strength. SciSys

achieved profitable growth in

2005 helping the CODASciSys

business increase revenues by

7.4% to £72.8m and achieve an

operating margin of 14.1% and a

prertax margin of 10.6%. Finally.

all the pieces were in place for the

company to exercise a successful

demerger.

The next episode in this story

could be lust as interesting.

CODA is the mainstay of the

business. accounting for E51m of

turnover in 2005. and boasts a

20% profit margin, We expect

CODA to remain standing on its

own two feet. On the other hand.

SciSys. despite improving its

financial performance. still has far

lower operating margins ((210%)

and continues to struggle in its

efforts to increase its revenue

growth rate. Nonetheless it has a

strong reputation for software

engineering in its core markets of

space and defence and could
well be an attractive take-over

target for other companies

operating in those sectors.

This is unlikely to be the end of

the story.

(Georgina O'Toole)



  

IBM announced a mixed set of

quarterly results, with positives in

software but more concerns in

sen/ices. Excluding the former PC

business, total revenue increased

1% to $21.9bn compared with

OI last year at constant currency.

The gross profit margin was

41.2%, up 0.5% from 2005.

The Americas led the major

geographies with 2% growth in

constant currency terms to $9.5bn.

EMEA was down 1% at $7.2bn.

Asia Pacific once again

disappointed, with a 3% fall in

revenue to $4,2bn. As for the

business divisions, Software

provided the only good news with

revenue growth of 5% to $4.2bn.

Global Services saw a 1% fall in

revenue to $11.9bn. and total

Signed services contracts hit

$9.6bn during the quarter. bringing

the backlog to $109bn, in line with

a year ago. Hardware revenues

decreased 7% to $5.1bn and

Global Financing revenues were

down 7% to $0.58bn.

Comment: This was another

mediocre quarter for IBM in

Europe EMEA revenues

decreased 1% to $7,2bn. France

and Spain once again showed

solid growth but Germany, Italy and

the UK declined, This is extremely

disappointing as IBM had been

claiming better execution under its

new European management

Structures in the last quarter,

Results in Japan and therefore
Asia Pacific (as Japan represems
50% of the revenue) were
extremely poor once again and
the same old tiresome party line
of "we continue to work through
our operating issues" was
produced for the fth quarter in a
row. Growth has slowed even in
emerging countries with a 3%

Software outpaces services for IBM
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decline in China, 19% growth in

Russia and 4% in Brazil. The

stellar exception was India where

growth was 45%, giving lBM

reward for its recent

concentration on this country.

Growth in software revenues was

led by lBM's branded middleware

software (WebSphere. IM. Lotus,

Tivoli and Rational), which grew

9% to represent nearly half of

IBM's software business. This

success was balanced by a

decline in operating systems and

other middleware, which are

being affected by the general

decline in mainframe software
prices. Software pre tax margin

was up 2 points to 24% as IBM

continues to successfully ride the

SOA wave.

The real disappointment, as in

Qt. was the lack of growth from

Global Services. Signings fell

34% compared to 02 of last year.

While it's true that Q2 2005 was a

strong period for contract

signings, CFO Mark Loughridge

had to admit to analysts yesterday

that "the performance fell short of

WT\
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IBM 02: NO SIGN OF A SERVICES

RESURGENCE

   ♥0♥ Software

♥-* Global Services

01 06 02 06

expectations". With less deals

than expected in the bag, IBM's

previously stated (albeit modest)

ambition of "mid-single digit"

growth from Global Services in

the second half of 2006 now

looks unlikely.

It's a familiar story on services

pro ts too. Because despite the

sluggish lopline and disappointing

signings, both Global Technology

Services and Global Business

Services were able to raise pre-tax

margins by around 1% yearaonr

year to 9.4% and 9.5%

respectively, excluding

restructuring charges. The

fundamental problem now is that

the impact of last year's

restructuring and its associated

cost reductions cannot last forever.

And there's also a limit to the

marginrenhancing effects of

moving work offshore. Global

Sen/ices must get the topline

moving as well if it's to maintain its

margins. Unfortunately, nothing in

these results suggests that the

division made much progress in 01

towards executing on this goal.

(Ian Wesley &Phil Cod/mg)
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ALDRIDGE LEAVES CAPlTA ON A HIGH
CAPITA

Better-than-expected first half

results provided the perfect

platform for retiring Exec

Chairman and Capita founder

Rod Aldridge to bow out, and to

do so with a confident

reassurance to analysts and

investors that the business is in

good shape and highly capable

hands. In the six months to 30

June 2006. revenue was up 23%

to 俉845m. with operating pro t

(before share based payments

and amortisation) up 27% to

E2103m. That took the operating

margin up from 11.8% (in H1

2005) to 12.2%. Profit before tax

grew by 21% to £85.1m and

earnings per share rose 26% to

9.32p. The results helped to

push Capita's share price above

£5 for the rst time since 2001.

Comment: The topline growth of

23% was above expectations.

The organic rate of growth.

stripping out the impact of

Capita's characteristic handful of

recent small acquisitions. was an

equally impressive 17%, That's

well in excess of broader market

rates in the UK BPO industry.

which have fallen below double

digit levels in 2005 and 2006. Big

ticket signings remain a key

driver. CEO Paul Pindar said that

10-11% of the company's

growth came from large new

deals (notably those with

Zurich's UK life business.

Birmingham City Council. the

BBC and DSG International).

Crucially. there was also a strong

contribution (Le. the remaining 6-

7% of organic growth) from the

day-to♥day work of selling

Capita first half margins on the up

12.5%
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smaller ticket offerings (such as

software products and

recruitment services) and getting

more services into existing

accounts.

Looking at Capita's sector splits.

key drivers of H1 revenue growth

were local government (now

17% of revenues compared to

15% in H1 last year) and life &

pensions (8% versus 6%). That's

not surprising given the

distribution of recent larger

contract wins. Overall, the H1

win rate was ☜better than 1 in 2",

Le. in the range we☁ve come to

expect from Capita. A rare

disappointment came in the

Property Services part of the

business. where the company

has paid 俉3.5m to exit from an

unworkable contract with the

Dubai Rapid Link Consortium.

On a more positive note. the

Resourcing business continues

its turnaround through a focus on

pro tability. with an improved

margin from lower H1 revenues.

We'd previously been told to

expect

pressure on margins.

some downward

So the

improvement in the H1 operating

margin was a pleasant surprise.

and the third year in a row that

Capita has seen a first half

improvement, The reasons are

straightforward: as well as the

high H1 revenue growth. costs

incurred in the start♥up phases of

large contracts proved lower

than predicted. Capita now

expects to record an operating

margin for the fullayear higher

than the level (13.3%) posted in

2005. It's hard at present to say

where the margin will go in 2007.

But given that Capita has not yet

reached break-even point in its

offshore operations and looking

at the growth opportunities in

many of its target markets. there

should still be room for future

leverage,

(Phil Cod/(rig)

 



 

be aware,As readers will

Microsoft had a very strong 04 (to

31 June 2006) with total revenue

growing year-on-year by 16% to

$11.8bn. More impressively,

operating income grew 30% to

$3.88bn from $2.99bn, even after

$351m in fines from the EU.

Indeed, Microsoft's profitability

seems to depend as much on the

various legal actions that it gets

involved in as it does on business

performance. Net profit was

down 24% to $2.82bn from

$3.70. the fall being entirely due

to a very low tax bill in 2005.

The strong quarter also lifted the

lull year to 31 June, Microsoft's

fiscal 2006. Total revenue was

$44.3bn up 11% from the

$39.8bn in fiscal 05. Operating

income was $16.5bn, up 13%

from $16.6bn. and net pro t was

$12.6bn, up 3% from $12.3bn.

What is most interesting from an

industry perspective is that

growth has been strong across

almost all Microsoft business

lines. All the operating units have

very different growth rates as well

as sizes, but with the exception of

MSN, all Microsoft's six operating

units grew in the year. Bearing in

mind that some of these are

extremely large and mature

businesses, 1 1% growth overall is

an impressive feat.

Of the three largest operating

divisions, sewer and tools grew

the strongest at 15% for the year

to $11.5bn. thanks especially to

strong growth in SQL Server. It

also saw 31% growth in operating

Profit to $4.82bn, taking it to

37.7% operating margin.

Client revenue saw annual growth

of 9% to $13.2bn and operating

pro t of $10.2bn. though margin

edged down to a mere 77.2%. The

annual growth in client revenue of

9% (and 12% in the quarter) seems

an anomaly when we are awaiting

a much postponed major new

product launch. The reason seems

to be that many business

customers have adopted multi-

year licence plans that will give

them the upgrade to Vista without

any additional payment. Under

questioning from the analysts.

Microsoft CFO Chris Lidell said on

the call that one quarter's

additional slippage in Vista would

produce 'only' $200m to $400m
revenue impact. which for

MiCrosoft is not an especially large

sum.

Information worker showed

growth of 5% to $11.8bn, with

operating profit up $8.29bn

though operating margin was

down 1.4% to 70.5%. This could

be where the delayed release of a

product. in this case Office 2007.

has hit revenue growth. We have

a long term hypothesis that the

'home office' part of this division's

market will be hit by open source.

while the enterprise segment will

see a switch to server♥based

products. However, the numbers

suggest that neither of these are

happening yet.

Microsoft Business Solutions put

in a very good year, growing by

17% to $919m and making its
first annual operating profit of

$24m. MES is moving towards
that magical $1bn threshold.

Microsoft CRM was mentioned a

lot on the earnings call. and we
believe it played a large role in the

overall growth of M88. We also

believe that the UK showed the

strongest growth in CRM licence

revenues. contributing to the
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MICROSOFT GROWTH REVIVES?

overall quarterly growth of 50,000

new end-user licences. Microsoft

CRM has come a long way, and

we think the strategy of tightly

integrating it with Outlook (almost

to the point of 'hiding' it) means

there is still a very large potential

market out there. What a pity that

Microsoft will stop reporting

separately on M88 (and several

other businesses) in the new year.

when it will report along its new

business lines.

Amongst the other businesses.

the smallest, Mobile and

Embedded Devices. put in the

strongest growth of 44% year on

year to $377m and it made its rst

annual operating profit of $2m.

Home and Entertainment grew by

36% year♥on-year to $2.30bn. but

increased its losses by 160% to

$1.26bn. Since Microsoft

subsidises every xBox sale. it's

hardly surprising that losses

increase as sales increase. MSN

saw its revenue fall 2% to $2.30bn

though investment in its AdCenter

platform converted a $412m pro t

in 2005 into a $77m loss.

MSN is going through a major re-

build of its infrastructure, and this

has hit its ad revenues. In

addition, its dial♥up business is

gradually dying away because of

the ubiquity of broadband.

Microsoft believes that it

AdCenter ad»placement platform

will give it some chance of

catching up with Google, though

the distance keeps getting

greater. AdCenter has already

been rolled out in some markets

(notably the US and France) and

will reach the UK in August.

So there is a 'special' reason why

MSN did not grow.

(David Bradshaw)
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Detica, the specialist IT

consultancy. has announced

results for the year ended 31

March 06. revealing another year

of revenue and profits growth.

The headlines are as follows:

revenue is up 45% to E10l-5m.

with organic growth running at

38%. operating profit is up 83%

to BlOJm. and PET is up 30% to

£11.4m. Diluted EPS, formerly

28.1p, is 42.7p.

Detica enjoyed particularly strong

demand from UK National

Security clients, with revenue up

51% to £57.5m, whilst other

Public Sector revenues grew 42%

to £10.9m. The company's UK

Commercial business reported a

34% increase in revenues to

£32.8m A within Commercial,

TMT was the star performer.

delivering 110% growth.

The US business has made

"signi cant progress☜ during the

year. with revenue from US

National Security clients up 27% to

£6.0m. Since gaining the

necessary approvals to contract

directly with the US Government

for National Security projects,

Detica has secured four contracts,

and comments that the sales

pipeline continues to develop well.

Looking to the future. Dr Tom

Black, Chief Executive, says they

are considering further

acquisitions. both in the UK and

the US - Detica made three

acquisitions in FY06, and now

regard this as an "effective way of

accelerating (our) growth".

Comment: Detica continues to

succeed as a result of its clear

focus on what it terms "information

intelligence". Its clients have one

thing in common: the need to

process large amounts of data in

quick time. In its traditional core

business of national security (which

covers all elements of intelligence

and counter-terrorism operations.

as well as defence. demand for

Detica's specialist skills is

unsurprisineg strong. But the

company is also making signi cant

headway in the commercial

markets, most notably nancial

services and telecoms. where its

clients require increasing levels of

information on their customer base

in order to compete effectively in

their respective sectors.

lmportantly Detica is also nding

synergies in its target markets. For

example, it has identi ed strong

demand from UK government

departments for its anti»fraud

solution (NetReveal) ♥ previously a

financial services sector offering.

Detica Group PIC
10 year Revenue and PET Record

Relative to 1997

El Revenue (Em) I PBT (Em)
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DETICA MUST MANAGE ITS FUTURE GROWTH

CAREFULLY

However, most interesting is

Detica's progress in growing via

acquisition and also in growing its

business outside of the non-core

UK market (namely in the US).

Detica has made a total of four

acquisitions over the last three

years - three of which were during

FY06. The very rst, of Rubus,

was back in 2003, and became

proof that Detica could

successfully integrate an acquired

company. Since then, despite the

acquisitions becoming larger (the

last being the purchase of

Evolution Consulting Group for

£8.8m in January). Detica has

avoided venturing into the

unmanageable, with all

acquisitions remaining digestible.

It has also selected companies to

complement its existing core

business.

Where Detica is taking bigger

risks is in two areas: firstly its

expansion into the US; and

secondly its investment in

Streamshield, its Internet content

security business (launched in

September 2004). On both

counts. the signs so far are good

but both are work in progress. In

the US. Detica is concentrating

on building a healthy business

supported by high quality

employees. Businese has already

been won but building a

significant presence will take time

and we don't expect the US to

break even until FY08. Similarly,

the feedback for Streamshield

Networks is positive but this

continues to be an investment

story. To date Detica has invested

£7.5m and expects to invest

another E4m in the next financial

year. In addition in order to tackle

large~scale deployments on a

global scale (something that

Detica knows it can't do alone) it

is talking to potential investors

(both VCs and industry players)

[continued on page seventeen]

 



  

[continued from page sixteen]

and hopes to raise cE10m+ in the

next few months. We are

concerned that Detica may have

ventured too far outside its

comfort zone in pursuing this new

business line.

Whether it is growth of its non-

core UK business (organic and

inorganic) or expansion into new

geographies or technologies.

Detica's biggest challenge is

managing this rapid development

of the business. The company

had 937 employees at the year

end - up 39% on the previous year

(including the impact of

acquisitions). As Detica well

knows. its people are its biggest

asset. Unfortunately in FY05. the

company's attrition rate was 23%.

s|three'

SThree. the staffing company with

a heavy focus on [T. had an

impressive six months to end May

2006 with revenue increasing 24%

to C178m. Net fee income

increased almost 29% to £59.2m.

Operating profit before

exceptionals increased to £15.1m.

PBT increased 49% to £14.5m.

Russell Clements, CEO. said: "We

remain confident that the rst half

posrtioris us well to make further

progress for the year as a whole. "

Comment: Whichever way you

look at it, SThree continues to

perform exceptionally wetl. Not

Only is it growing the top ""9

(thanks to strong performances in

both IT and other sectors) but

profitability also continues to

strengthen. The margin was 7.3%

in H1 2005 and 8.5% (before

exceptionals) in H1 2006.

Compare that with the UK's

largest IT staffing company,

Spring. which is struggling with

declining profitability

Detica
FYE: 31st March
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indicating that it needed to do

more to keep this precious asset

happy. We are pleased to report

that the attrition rate in FY06 had

been brought down to 14% (with

the help of a new HR Director),

.0 STHREE DELIVERS AGAIN 1N H1

SThree☁s profitability is linked to

its very focused approach. it

doesn't sign up to high volume,

low margin arrangements.

Competitors that do can

sometimes get an arti cially high

lift in revenues by taking on

managed contracts of this nature

and bene ting from the pass-

through revenue that comes from

payrolling the contractors it
'inherits'. We also think that
SThree's spread across more
than 4.000 clients (concentrated
in the SME market - which
includes the autonomous
divisions of large corporates)
gives it increased opportunity to

get deeper in accounts, picking

out the more profitable work. Of

course, SThree's federated

model (i.e. many brands

operating under the group

umbrella) enables it to do this.

What is particularly encouraging

this half is the performance of

SThree☁s non-1T business and its

business outside of the UK. This 

Going forward, Detica will

continue to acquire, and continue

to grow ~ and as it does,

management of that growth will

be crucial.

(Georgina O 'Toole)

not only indicates that there's

more to SThree than UK lT. but

that we could be looking at a

company that, long-term, has the

potential to grow into something

much bigger and more diverse

than it is today.

We estimate that revenues

specifically from the UK IT

business were 俉219m in FY05 ~

up 27%. That performance has

enabled SThree to move up our

ranking of the UK's top fty S/ITS

companies into the top thirty. In

terms of its share price

performance. SThree has also

done well. it only floated in

November of last year but has

recently joined the FTSE 250

index.

in H2 the company is expecting

☜further progress" A and we have

every right to believe

management following what has

been a sustained period of

consistently good performances.

(Kate Hanaghan)
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UNiSYs

Unisys has released its results for

the second quarter ended 30 June

2006. Revenue fell 2% to $1.4bn.

with operating losses increasing to

$184m from $57m in the previous

year. Despite spending more on

restructuring, cash and cash

equivalents increased slightly to

$655m (from $642m) over the

quarter thanks to gains from share

sales and investments.

By business line. Services revenue

fell 1% to $1.2bn. with the

segmental operating margin of e

0.9% signi cantly improved from

last year's ♥3.7%. Within Services.

only infrastructure services grew

revenue. up 10% to $229m. This

was offset by declines across

consulting and systems integration,

which fell 9% to $404m;

outsourcing. which fell by 4% to

$471m; and core maintenance,

which fell 9% to $120m.

Technology business did not fare

as well as Services, with revenue

falling by 8% to $183m. The

lower than expected sales also

resulted in segmental operating

margin falling to -12% from -

4.8% last year. Within

Technology enterprise server

revenue declined by 12% to

$146m. while the smaller

☜specialised technology" area

grew revenue by10% to $37m.

Geographically, "International"

revenue (i.e, even/thing outside

of the US) has grown at 2% to

$779m, while US revenue fell 6%

to $628m. Europe and Africa

represented 35% of total 02

revenue.

Comment: Unisys' "broad♥

based repositioning☜ continues

to be reflected in both its top

and bottom lines. The company

has spent all of this year (and a

good deal of the last] trying to

reign in business to focus just

on its largest clients and to cut

back costs by reducing

headcount and increasing

offshore utilisation significantly.

The target is to achieve "mid to

high" single digit revenue growth

and improve operating profit

margins to between 8% and

10% (excluding the retirement

related expenses that continue to

bog it down) by 2008.

To do this Unisys expects to

make 5.000 staff redundant

over 2006 - more than 2.000 of

which have happened in the

second quarter - and a further

500 over the rst halfof 2007.

At the same time it plans to

grow its offshore staff numbers

to around 6,000 by 2008.

Unisys currently has offshore

centres in India and China.

These actions alone will take up

a lot of Unisys efforts over the

next 18 months. and it will be

quite a feat to achieve this drastic

offshore/onshore rebalancing in

such a short time. However.

Unisys is doing yet more.

For example it is also focusing

on fixing ☜problem contracts" in

order to improve profits This is

something that has been quite a

big issue in the UK recently.

Over the past year Unisys has

UNISYS STILL IN MIDDLE OF RESTRUCTURING

re-negotiated its cheque

processing joint venture and has

also made a lot ofchanges to its

life and pensions BPO

operations. Although these

efforts will ultimately improve

margins. we have concernsthat

these problems will make it

difficult for Unisys to win new

BF☂O business in the UK. The

company has also had some

problem deals in the US.

although we have noinsight into

how these are progressing.

Finally. Unisys continues to

reposition its Technology

business. increasingly focusing

on "value-added" software while

focusing on industry standard

hardware. What this means is

that the company is focusing

more on specific areas for

software such as Linux.

Windows. and pain points such

as security. Meanwhile it

launched its technology

roadmap to bring its ClearPath

servers and mainframes onto an

Intel platform.

Clearly Unisys is in the thick of its

restructuring. and it is very

dif cult to judge how well things

are going until all of these

changes have worked their way

through the business, By that

time we expect Unisys to be a

very different beast from what it

is now. The earliest indication of

success will be evidence that the

cost base is reducing. and CEO

Joe McGrath says that this will

start to happen in the next

quarter of this year

(Samad Masood)
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UK software and IT services share prices and market capitalisation - July 2006

                          

Share ☁1 PSR ☁ S/ITS Share price ☁Share pricei Capitalisaiion
1 SOS Price☁ Capitalisation Historic i Ratio 1 index move since % move move since

Cat. 31-Jul-06 31-Jul-06 PIE i Cap./Flev.i 31-Jul-06 30-Jun-06. in 2006 30-Jun-06

@UK pk: 5 SP 055☁ 20.50 -☁ 14.101 832.06 -1 1% -17%1 >22.63m
Alphamenc 1 SP 0.63. 79.04 9.1 1.49 286.70 44% -30%1 «£8.41m

Allerian 1 SF' 1.001 41.73 30.4. 4.721 497.50 13% »25%i £7.22m
An'ne Group cs 0.731 256.27 7241 1.31 426.90. 12% 7% £29.71m
Ascribe SP 0.331 37.11 34.9☜ 6.30 1.710.531 5% -7% E2.75m

Atlanlic Global 7 W 7 SP 0.161 3.53 . 7 2.20 525.421 -9%. 7 -28% -£0.45m
Autonomy Corporation , SP 4.151 766.77 77.91 14.69 126.68 1% 6%1 £9.15m

Avem Group 1 SP 3501 233.68 29.4.☁ 3.90 1,750.00 -3% -62%i -E4.32m
Axon Group ☁ CS 3.74 194.93 32.1: 2.06 2,137.14 11% 37%1 £3.10m

Bond International SP 35.79 16.4☁ 2.15 1.96923 8% 29% 俉6.03m

Brady 7 W 7771 SP 5.93 :1 2.55 339.511 2% 43% u -E0.03n1
Business Systems 09 0.101 7.74 10.9☁ 0.31 84.03 «17% «41% -£1.94m

Capita Group C5 5.221 3171.00 292 2.14 141.107.16 13% 25% £141.71m

Centmm CS 0.021 4.18 -1 0.781 333.33 0%I 66% £0.00m

Ghanails CS 0.16☁ 6.67 7.91 0.58i 172.22 -3%' «57% £0.00I'n

Chellord Group 7 77m 7 cs 1.871 ? 13.40 10.4. 1.76. 32.521.68☁ 49% -23_°7_._
Civica cs 226☁ 115.40 19.4 1.45! 1.291.09☁ 4% -9%
Clarity Commerce SP 0.591 11.31 7.9 0.95 468.00., -3% «23%

Clinical Computing SP 0.071 2.36 - 1.17I 57.421 2% 29%
CODASCiSys _ CS 128.56 15.1 1.371 3.891.471 -9% 21%i

Compel Group ___ 7_ imcs _ 27.23 12.31 _ 0.44 640.00 »6% _ -11%
Computacenter l R 459.10 21.8 0.22 359.701 1% -5%

Computer Software Group SP 5524 12.4 3.37 821.271 «4% 45%

Cornwall Management Consultants i CS 7.84 6.81 0.941 319.57☁ «19% «40%

Corpora SP 5.31 1 236.841 0% -27% £2.06m

DCS Group CS 9.43 - 516.671 3% 188% £0.23m

Dealogic SP 96.00 1 1.6 586.95☁ «6% «8% «£5.7Bm

Delcam SP 18.96 9.71 0.81I 1.20385 «4% «6% «21.1 1m

Delica CS 230.90 30.6 4.11 645.001 -21% «79% «£59.69m

Dicom Group F1 193.05 21.7 1.09 671.371 0% 5% £9.75m

Dimension Data ___»__ R1 4 514.02 71.7 0.35 59.501 -7% -16% £33.51m
DRS Data & Research SP 10.80 - 1.01 300.001 3% -12% £0.31m

Electronic Data Processing SP 13.93 41.9 1.95 1,745.25 4% «14% £0.51m

FDM Group A 17.41 14.61 0.59 920.25 6% «11% £0.92m

Flast1i|l SPI 8.49 - 3.43 29.171 -30% ~10☜: £3.88m

Financial Objects CS! 17.78 14.11 1.42 176.091 1% 3% £1.52m

Flomerics Group SP 1433 13.91 0.02 3,750.00 4% 12% 俉0.37m

Focus Solulions Group CS 4.01 10.51 0.94 71.79 -7% -33% -£0.28m

GB Group CS 29.51 - 2.40 228.98 -1% 4% -£O.15m

Gladstone SP 13.37 12.7 2.88 562.50 2% -4% -£6.27m

Glolel _ A 29.27 1 1.9 0.37 394.80 -6% 43% $1.441☜

Gresham Computing CS 5178 - 3.92 1,107.53 4% 27% £1.89m .1

Group NBT CS 26.60 12.8 2.40 650.00 -9% 14% -俉1.28m 4

Harvey Nash Group A 37.23 11.8 0.02 340.00 -1 % 34% {0.51 m

Highams Systems Sen/ices A 0.90 13.0 0.06 128.33 54% 48% -£0.14m

Horizon Technology 08 44.41 11.4 0.30 207.79 ~11% « 2% «£5.50m

lBS OPENSystems CS 69.00 13.7 4.54 1.131.15 2% 8% £1.40m

1 5 Solutions CS 4.46 51.7 0.65 670.78 29% 33% £1.06m

ICM Corn puler Group CS 5900 15.0 0.84 1.53133 13% -17% £7.02"!

lDOX SP 12.66 7.5 1.58 8.34 49% -54% 俉1.66m

In Technoliyy 05 52.08 - 0.2L 1,480.00 0% 16% -俉18.59m

lnterOuest Group A 22.83 12.9 0.59 1.55522 46% 109%l £4.82m

lnno☁mtion Group SF 136.46 - 3.52 131.88 1% 1% £4.57m

lntelligent Environments SP 848 - 1.92 54.47 -15% 58% -£0.09m

ln1ercede Group SF 9.68 - 1.03 475.00 2% «16% -£0.17m

lnvu SP 26.58 20.3 12.35 2.63155 -4% 19% £2.61m

iSOFI' Group SP 144.40 2.9 1.04 565.91 ~23% -84%i -£39.92m

ITrain SF☂ 2.24 14.8 3.42 38.24 -19% «40% »£O,49m

K3 Business Technology SP 1694 « 0.76 729.68 -5% 16% £3.62m

Kewill SP 50.79 18.9 2.36 1,254.94 -8% -12% £3.42m

K_nowledge Technology Solutions V SP 1.48 « 2.08 200.00 0% «43%1 £0.37m

LogicaCMG CS 1920.20 229 1.12 2,328.12 -2% -4%. £74.48er

Lorien A 6.43 - 0.06 345.00 -9°/a -13% -£0.55m

Macro 4 SP 48.55 5.7 1.66 901.21 6% -15% £2.93☝!

Manpower Soliware SP 3.08 26.1 2.03 187.63 1% -37% £0.29"!

Naxima Holdings _ cs 23.65 . 2.13 1.05354 0% 4% £5.86m       
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Share} PSR S/ITS * Share price Share price Capitalisation

SOS} Price Capilaiisation Hisloric ☁ Ratio index move since "/5 move } move since

T oar} 31-Jul-06 31-Jul-06 FIE ☁ Cap/Rev. 31-Jul-06} 307Jun<06 in 20053 30»Jun-06
Mediasuriace } SP☁ 0.13; 9.85 - 2.00 937.50} -12% 9%} -E1.35m
Mcro Focus SP 1.055 210.31 14.8 2.13 0.00} 11%} -1 1%} £3.99m
Mcrogen CS 0575 58.38 14.0 3.06 241.45} -3%☁ 23% {0.91111

Mnorplanel Systems I SF 0.38☁ 10.81 - 0.68 765.78} 1%} 45%} £3.91m

17719175777 _ 7 77 SP 77_ 2.43 771721700 7 17.2 1.09 3,023.21} 714-7747 7 2%17 7 £17.63rrr
andas SP☁ 018} 6.12 - 2.93 233.33} 3% 35%} £1.57rn
Nbrse Fl 0.84 129.00 31.7 0.40' 337.00} 7%} 42%} £9.66m

M55 lnlernallonal A 0.59 11.99 9750.0 0.11 307.89} 6%} 63%} £0.82m

Ncc Group CS 2.66} 88.37 26.6 4.18 1592.811 6%} 15%} 24.21m
Ncipher SPl 2.21 } 54.90 20.1 3.76 884.00} 7% 7%} -£3.80rn
Nelcall SP 0.13 5.251 52.5 4.24 252.53} -1 1% »4%} -20.70m
Nelstore 08 0.35 45.27 24.0 2.31 241.67} 7%} -6%} £10.64m
Nexus Management CS 0.01 2.35 - 2.79} 225.45} 38%} 13% -£o.o4m
Nonhgale lnlormation Solulions CS 0.70} 372.70} 11.5 1.25 269.23} 40%} 48%} -£41.21m

N7587Flelail Systems SF 0.281 100.94 __ 6.7 _ 2.57 2,434.78. 7 437% 77 -14°/7 7 -25.33rn
OneclickHR SP 004☁ 5.76 - 0.97 96.88} 11%} ~1 1%} £0.56m
OPD Group (was PSD Group) A 3.35 813.89 24.1 1.82 1,520.45; 6% 34%☁ £5.63m
Pan'iy A 0.50 16.91 0.00 8,333.30} 2%} 456% -£0.05m

Palsystems SP 0.16} 26.58 - 1.56} 151 .87Y 20%} -£0.81m

7P7[1_o7enix n7 7 7 cs 2.81} 163.65 11.5. 2.09 1.040.74_ 7 77 4%} 7 77725531
Pilal Media Global SP 0.53} 30.42 15.5} 2.12 2.62500} 18%} £2.20m
Pixology SP 0.29 5.78 - 1.93. 204.19} 48%} £5.93m
Planii Holdings SP 0.27 24.42 9.5 0.77 1.10417} 4%} £2.30m
Porirarl Soitware (was Arr) 05 0.20 17.29 153.8 0.89 131.32} 25%} £0.19m
Prologic CS 0.85 8.50 18.9 1.23 1.02410} ☁19} 33%} 77 £0.00m
0A CS 0.02 4.18 13.0 0.12 8.97} 33%) 167%} -£0.26m

OinetiO Group 05 1.67 108922 16.4 0.00 760.82} 6%} 24%} 俉60.65m

Oohnectis CS 0.02 2.76 - 55.74 466.67} 8% 48%} £0.20m

Quanlica A 0.59 39.07 9.4 1.18 475.81 8%} 1%} -E4.03m

Red Squared cs 0.04. 0.86 - 0.62 233.52; 77 -171:/.7}7 7 7
Retail Decisions SF 1.77☁ 138.26 18.7 1.94 2.39000 30%} 33%} E . 2m
HM SP 1.76 159.23 76.3 0.69- 5.01429} 8% 11% £11.34rn
Royalblue Group SP 7.53 245.91 25.0 3.97 4,426.47 2% 5%} -£4.40m

Sage Group SP 2.33 2998.39 208 4.16 89.423.08 1%} 40%} £26.40m
Sanderson Group SP 0.46 19.23 - 1.25 920.00 _ 7 5%} 7771273} 7__317.813
SDL CS 2.09 124.51 25.5 1.58 1,393.33 19%} -3%☁ £16.97m

ServicePower SP 0.22 16.33 - 3.16 220.00 0%; 29%} £0.41m

Sirius Financial SP 1.37 23.90 273.0 1.08 910.00 7%., 5%} £1.69m
SiRWS IT plc CS 0.03 3.14 2.9 1.28 23.91 8%} »B% -£0.57m

smarIFOCUS plc SP 0.16 11.93 119.2 2.20 1.67568 3%} 7 3% £1.17m

Sopheon SP 0.20 25.84 - 6.28 280.56 3%}[ 0%} £0,38m
Spring Group A 0.43 68.33 a 0.15 475.00 10%i 31% £5.26m
SiatPro Group SP 0.83 32.65 18.0 2.67 1.037.50 1% 26% £3.80m
SThree Group plc A 3.05 420.81 19.8 2.53 1.48058} 3% 41%} £14.14m

Slilo International SF 0.02 1.92 < 0.92 42.40i 6% 49%} -£6.21m

Sirotegio Thought CS 1.82 47.33 10.5 0.00 1.339.485 3% 34%} £1.30m
SudConlrol (was JSB) SF 4.15 115.27 36.4 0.41 2.07500 45% 21%} ~1:36.32m
Systems Union SF 2.14 234.64 17.5 2.06 1.646.15 0%} 53%} {0.82m
Tadpole Technology SP 0.02 6.96 - 1.96 42.25 4378☁ 62% ♥£37.68m

Tikjt Group CS 206 25.94 121.2 1.26 1.791.30 10% 17% £2.58m
Torex Retail SP 0.60 228.34 7.5 2.04 1,487.50 44% 7 7 -447°/7o}7777 -E28.35m
Tolal Systems SF 0.37 3.82 17.0 L16 688.68 22% -9% «£1.12m

Touchstone Group SF 1.53 17.86 9.7 1.18 1,452.38 6% 12% -E1.09m

Trace Group SP 0.98 14.17 13.4 1.03 780.00 -1% 2%} -£o.64m
Triad Group CS 0.24 3.56 - 0.11 174.07 2% 54%} £0.06m
Ubiquity Software SF 0.21 38.41 - 8.01 527.64 »1 6% 44% -25.44m

Ultima Neiworks R 0.01 1.54 - 1.21 18.29. «25% ~54°/n {1 .03m

Ultrasis Group SP 002 23.65 - 113.13 32.65 15% -20% £3.18m

Universe Group SP 0.14 9.25 7.9 0.26 633.33 "/6 25% £0.75m

Vega Group CS 2.22 41.09 12.5 0.71 1.819.67 9% 9%} -£0.44m

VI group SP 009 3.35 - 0.37 _ 180.00 48% 7 7 9%} 77 -£0.64n7r
Xansa CS 0.67 229.45 15.2 0.85 1.724.336 -9"/e 25% -£25.21m

XKO Group SP 0.96 26.40 19.1 0.87 636.67 -7% » % -Q.02m
Xpenise Group cs 0.48 2.49 9.9 021 1.90000 1% -4 %} {0.08m

           Note: We calculate PSR as market capitalisation divided by sales in Ihe mosl recently announced nancial year.
Main SVSTEMHOUSE S/ITS Index Sal at 1000 on 151h April 1989, Any new entrants to me Stock Exchange are allocaled an index 01 1000 based on
Ihe issue price. The 808 Index is not weighted: a change in the share price 01 the largesl company has lhe same eriecl as a srmrlar change 1or the

smallesr company. Category Codes: CS : Computer Services SP = Software Product n a Reseller A = 11 Agency 0 = Other
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iTSA'S LEAD GROWTH, WHILE RESELLERS CONTINUE TO FALL

UK lT indices nished July pretty much where they started. The techMark 100 and our Ovum S/ITS index both fell slightly, by

0.89% and 0.57% respectively, while the FTSE IT 808 grew by 0.12%. This re ects the mixed performance across the

markets in general. with the FTSE 100, representing larger companies, up 1.63%, and the smaller cap focused AIM and small

cap indices down by 3.16% and 0.29% respectively.

For the second time this year IT staf ng agencies have been the only sub-segment that we track to increase their share prices

on average over the month. lTSA share prices are up 9% in July, and up 12% on the start of the year. The main gainers have

been smaller cap contributors such as

 

Highams SYStemS (UP 54% With a market m -JUHJG sm☂s Index ~7379.02
cap just under 21m). and lnterquest (up 46% FYSE 11 isc5) 111m 506.50

to E28m market cap). However. the bigger MHMARKW☜ 1335-☜

players, such as Sthree (up 3% to 俉421m
IMMI-W♥IAIAFIII- FTSE Smallcap 3383.60market cap). Spring (up 10% to 俉68m

 

☁ Oran☜" iii Iri IRE; "1 ☜"S i☁s☁l i "1 "FTSVEVV☁VMWK'E'FTSEI'T☁" s☂é☜T ErsE" ☂
market cap). and CPU GI'OUP (UP 6% t0 , 4&7VVW☁74 Vi N , 7 1004 ,77,190,,g_§t:sIndlx l ndl rsmdicmr
£89m) have S ☜ seen a lift in July. Mmmmroslosmt/us/oel 0.57% +1.63% new. +0.12% {3.16% >029?»
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The biggest losers have been resellers, civwwrw 7☂ r V ☁

which as a group saw their share prices fall [WWW Mm MW- Mm .

by 4.9% in July. Although this is 52% higher ___,. ☜wine☝ _ Alma.

nzw'. " ☂
um um um i Mani-I
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Ir: CS 159% {-4.3% 39.3% 9.4% 118.0% 7% 5.639 4.9% 0.5%
man at the Start Of 2003. the story Slnce has 11' 51.31 119;;le was; 14.4% 59.2% I ~26.4% 1am . .41. Line 11.7% 9.0% I

' ☁ ☁Rasellar: 1 57.9% -E.D% 0.5% 12.0% 51.5% 41.0% 42.9% 45.4% 4.9% I

been pretty dlre recently' Resellers are 18mm Product: 55.5% 60.296 41.1581 6.9% r 54.2% 4.9% <2.4% 65% >2.☜

valued 21% lower than the start of 2004 and [1W¥.S"T§me : 2318*. 215% 4t?" ☁-7_*__ 793% m ._ 419* 49* +16% ☁

 

16% lower than the start of this 2006.

Although Morse and Computacenter managed to grow (up 7% and 1% respectively), and Bloom managed to hold its value

steady, the continuing falls at Dimension Data and Ultima Networks (down 7% and 25% respectively) let the side down.

Other notable fallers include Detica, which has seen its shares fall 21% in July. and 79% in the year so far. ISoft also continues

to fail, with concerns about its ability to deliver on its NPtlT deals pushing shares down a further 23%. down 84% in the year

so far. Retail software players also took a bit of a bashing, with Torex Retail and Alphameric both down by 14% in July. and

K3 and N88 down by 5% and 3% respectively. (Samad Masood)
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